In this paper, numerical integrals over an arbitrary triangular region are evaluated exploiting finite element method. The physical region is transformed into a standard triangular finite element using the basis functions in local space. Then the standard triangle is discretized into 4 n 2 right isosceles triangles, in which each of these triangles having area 1/2n 2 , and thus composite numerical integration is employed. In addition, the affine transformation over each discretized triangle and the use of linearity property of integrals are applied. Finally, each isosceles triangle is transformed into a 2-sqare finite element to generate new n 2 extended sampling points and corresponding weight coefficients, using n point's conventional Gauss-Radau and Gauss-Lobatto quadratures, which are applied again to evaluate the double integral. The performance is depicted by means of numerical examples.
Introduction
Numerical simulation in engineering science and in applied mathematics has become a powerful tool to model the physical phenomena, particularly when analytical solutions are not available and/or are very difficult to obtain. The integrals arising in practical problems are not always simple and the quadrature scheme cannot evaluate with desired accuracy, the composite numerical integration is dealt then to obtain high accuracy.
From the literature review we observe that numerical integrations over triangular regions were first introduced by Hammer and co-workers [1] [2] [3] . In the working of finite element method, the triangular elements are widely used in the area of numerical integration schemes [4] . The work of Hammer et al. [1] has been further developed by Cowper [5] , and thus he provided a table of Gaussian quadrature formulae for symmetrically placed integration points. Lyness and Jespersen [6] derived symmetric quadrature rules and provided integration formulas with a precision of upto degree eleven by formulating the problem in terms of polar coordinates. Lether [7] and Hillion [8] derived formulas for triangles as product of one-dimensional Gauss quadrature rule. Lannoy [9] discussed the symmetric four-point integration rule. Lague and Baldur [10] included a technique for numerical integration over the surface of a triangle. Laursen and Gellert [11] also discussed elaborately symmetric integration formulae of precision up to degree ten. In ref. [12] , double integrals over a standard triangular region are evaluated. In ref. [13] , Gauss-Radau and Gauss-Lobatto quadrature rules are presented to evaluate the rational integrals of the element matrix for a general quadrilateral. In [14] , double integrals over an arbitrary quadrilateral are evaluated. In [14] , the physical region is transformed into a standard quadrilateral finite element using the basis functions in local space. Then the standard quadrilateral is subdivided into two triangles, and each triangle is further discretized into 2 4 n × right isosceles triangles, with area , and thus composite numerical integration is employed. 2 
1/ 2n
In this paper an arbitrary triangular region is transformed into a standard triangular finite element using the basis functions in local space. Then the standard triangle is discretized into 2 4 n × right isosceles triangles. Moreover, each isosceles triangle is transformed into a 2-sqare finite element to compute new extended Gauss Radau and Gauss Lobatto points and corresponding weight coefficients, using point's, Gauss Radau and Gauss Lobatto quadratures are used instead of Gauss Lagendre quadrature [14] , which are applied again to evaluate the double integral. The subsequent formulations are developed by Mathematica. The performance of the present formulation is excellent. 
Numerical Integration
The most common numerical integration [13] is E f = ) and for our convenient ( by change of variable), and set ( ) 1 w x = , the equation (1) can be written as,
If we put 0 m = , then the concluded numerical integration rule is called GaussLegendre. If we put 1 m = , 1 1 ( 1)
and then the concluded numerical integration rule is called Gauss-Radau [13] . If we put 2 m = , x 1 = -1 and x n = 1 and then the concluded numerical integration rule is called Gauss-Lobatto [13] .
Formulation of Integrals Over an Arbitrary Triangular Region
The integral of an arbitrary function, ( , ) f x y over an arbitrary triangular region AT is given by ( , ) 
AT AT I f x y dy dx f x y dxdy = = ∫∫ ∫∫
The integral I of Eq. (3) is then transformed into an integral over the region of the standard triangle {( , ) :
by the liner triangular finite element basis functions , shown in Fig. 1 : 
x y
Therefore using Eqs. (4) and (3) to obtain, 
Note that 1 J depends on the vertices of the given arbitrary triangular region, but 2 J is fixed. Let 
Now Eq. (5) represents an integral over the standard 2-square region:
ξ η ξ η − ≤ ≤ . Hence using Gaussian quadrature rule for the integral I of Eq. (7), we have
where ( , )
i j ξ η are Gauss-Radau points and Gauss-Lobatto points in the η ξ, directions of order s and , are the corresponding weight coefficients. We can write Eq. (8) as:
where , k c k x and can be written in the form:
The weighting coefficients and sampling points
k k x y of various order can be now easily computed from Eq. (10). In Table 1 and Table 2 , values of, k , k c x and k for s = 3, 4, 5, 6 are calculated by using Gauss-Radau points and Gauss-Lobatto points respectively. In both table sampling points are calculated by using Mathematica. 
Composite Integration over Standard Triangle ST
Let us discretize ST in space into right isosceles triangle each of area [14] . This is depicted in Fig. 3 . Let For type II triangles (Fig. 4b) ( ( 1 ) ( (1 )) ( 1 )( (1 ) 
We can now apply Gauss Legendre quadrature rules on the integral, in a manner similar to the procedure we already developed for integral ( , )
AT I f x y dy dx = ∫∫ in previous section. Following the method already developed in previous section, we have now on using the transformation:
Therefore (12) 
From Eqs. (10)- (14), it is clear that we can obtain the following composite integration rule: 
Numerical Examples
In this section we estimate errors for three simple examples to show that the present formulation converges to exact solution with great accuracy than that of the conventional Gauss-Radau and Gauss-Lobatto quadratures. In Table 3 , errors of integrals are calculated by using Table 1 , in which sampling points are generated by using Gauss-Radau points. In Table 4 , errors of integrals are calculated by using Table 1 , in which sampling points are generated by using GaussLobatto points. Finally in Table 5 , errors of integrals are calculated by conventional Gauss-Radau and Gauss-Lobatto quadratures. The errors given in Table 3 and Table 4 are very negligible compared to those of Table 5 . 
Conclusion
We have discussed, in details, the formulation of double integrals over an arbitrary triangular region. For this, we have transformed an arbitrary triangular region into a standard triangle {( , ) ξ η ξη − ≤ ≤ finite element by using the n-points Gauss-Radau, and Gauss-Lobatto quadratures. Numerical errors show that the present formulation converges to the exact solutions with a large significant digits compare to the conventional Gauss Radau and Gauss Lobatto quadratures.
